LULLABY OF BROADWAY

Choreo by: Ted & Luella Floden, 1009 Herold, Des Moines, IA 50315, (515)285-3729 Ted.Luella@ijno.com

Record: Roper 293A. Recommended Speed: 42 rpm (or speed to suit)

Footwork: Opposite, directions for man except where noted

Rhythm: Foxtrot, Roundalab Phase III + 2

Sequence: Intro - A - B - C - INTER - A - B - C - Ending

Measure

INTRO

1 - 4
WAIT 2 MEAS.;; APART, POINT; TOG TO SEMI LOD, TCH;

PART A

1 - 4
FWD, RUN 2; PICKUP, RUN 2; PROG BOX;;

2 - 4
OP fnd L, fnd R, fnd L; sm fnd R to cpl lod (W fnd L arnd M), fnd L, fnd R;

5 - 8
2 LEFT TURNS TO CP WALL;; HOVER; PICKUP, SD, CL;

9 - 12
REVERSE WAVE;; IMPETUS TO SCP; THRU, FC, CL;

13 - 16
BOX;; FOXIE VINE 3; THRU, FC, CL TO CP WALL;

PART B

1 - 4
WHISK; WING; TELEMARK TO SEMI; MANY, SD, CL;

5 - 8
SPIN TURN; BK ½ BOX; 2 LEFT TURNS;

1 - 4
DIAMOND TURNS;;;

5 - 8
FWD, RUN 2; FWD, RUN 2; BOX LOD;;

9 - 12
DIAMOND TURNS;;;

13 - 16
FWD, RUN 2, FAC, SD CL; FOXIE VINE 3; THRU FAC CL, TO BFLY WALL;

1 - 4
TWISTY BALANCE L & R;; BOX TO SEMI;;

5 - 8
FWD, RUN 2, FAC, SD CL; FOXIE VINE 3; THRU FAC CL, TO BFLY WALL;

9 - 12
DIAMOND TURNS;;;

13 - 16
FWD, RUN 2, FAC, SD CL; FOXIE VINE 3; THRU FAC CL, TO BFLY WALL;

1 - 4
APT PT; TOG TCH; TWIRL VINE TWO; SD, CL, SD CORTE;

INTERLUDE

ENDING
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